Abstract The role of the binocular disparity in the deployment of visual attention is examined in this paper. To address this point, we compared eye tracking data recorded while observers viewed natural images in 2D and 3D conditions. The influence of disparity on saliency, center and depth biases is first studied. Results show that visual exploration is affected by the introduction of the binocular disparity. In particular, participants tend to look first at closer areas in 3D condition and then direct their gaze to more widespread locations. Beside this behavioral analysis, we assess the extent to which state-of-the-art models of bottom-up visual attention predict where observers looked at in both viewing conditions. To improve their ability to predict salient regions, low-level features as well as higher-level foreground/background cues are examined. Results indicate that, consecutively to initial centering response, the foreground feature plays an active role in the early but also middle instants of attention deployments. Importantly, this influence is more pronounced in stereoscopic conditions. It supports the notion of a quasi-instantaneous bottom-up saliency modulated by higher figure/ground processing. Beyond depth information itself, the foreground cue might constitute an early process of ''selection for action''. Finally, we propose a timedependent computational model to predict saliency on still pictures. The proposed approach combines low-level visual features, center and depth biases. Its performance outperforms state-of-the-art models of bottom-up attention.
Introduction
The human system processes the surrounding environment information through dedicated sensory organs. However, as we are not able to perceive our visual environment at a glance due to the overwhelming information from the visual world, exploratory eye movements are used to direct the fovearesponsible for detailed vision-to particular locations of the scene. This process is called overt attention. The deployment of visual attention involves two main mechanisms: a stimulus-dependent mechanism and an observer-dependent mechanism. The former, also called bottom-up attention, is driven by low-level features [1, 2] , while the latter, also called top-down attention, integrates high-level cognitive processes (task, prior knowledge) [3, 4] . Different computational models of overt attention have been proposed to predict where we deploy our attention on a given stimulus, through a topographic representation of visual attention: a saliency map. Most of them are based on bottom-up mechanisms and compute a predicted saliency map indicating the conspicuous parts of the incoming stimulus [1, 2] .
As the depth processing is known to follow the bottomup processing in the ventral pathway, it is interesting to assess whether the depth cue improves the saliency model's performance. Indeed, for the human vision system, the problem of recovering the distance to objects and surface in a scene is ambiguous as it is inherently a light projection from a 3D-world onto a 2D retina which can be inverted in infinite number of ways. To solve this ambiguity, visual system relies on a combination of different depth cues: the monocular depth cues available from one eye, like accommodation, motion parallax, perspective, shading, etc., as well as binocular cues like convergence and binocular disparity. While most of the first cues give relative depth information on how far objects are relative to each other, the binocular cues give absolute information about the actual distance to objects. Contrary to convergence which gives distance signal with low depth resolution at short distances (up to 2 m), the binocular disparity is useful at short and medium distances with a high discrimination of the depth thresholds [5] . Depth perception thus involves a combination of multiple but possibly conflicting depth cues to estimate the 3D structure of visual scenes.
There have been different suggestions to consider either the depth or the stereo disparity as individual features of a computational model of visual attention. Maki et al. [6, 7] first proposed a computational model based on image flow, depth, and motion detection. The depth is used to prioritize the targets so that the closer the objects are, the higher priorities they are given. The main limitation comes from this assumption, as the closest object is not necessarily the most salient. Ouerhani et al. [8] also included the raw depth and some depth-related features into Itti's model [2] . Depth was integrated as an additional feature and transformed into a conspicuity map based on center-surround mechanisms. The principle and consistency of depth integration were qualitatively illustrated. More recently, Zhang et al. [9] proposed to handle the stereoscopic visual attention. The raw depth is combined with motion and static saliency map (from Itti's model). The fusion of these three attributes with arbitrary weights is then performed. It is unfortunate that neither comparison of model's performances with human observers nor stereoscopic perception consideration was given. Actually, one of the rare attempts to account for the stereoscopic perception is the stereo visual attention framework from Bruce and Tsotsos [10] . The selective tuning model of Tsotsos has been extended to address the binocular rivalry occurring in stereo vision. Unfortunately, the model's performance was not given.
Another factor that significantly influences our visual deployment is the central bias. It is often assumed that this effect results from motor biases in the saccadic system or from the central distribution of image features. However, Tatler [11] showed that the central fixation bias is irrespective of observer's task or image features distribution. Be that as it may, the inclusion of the center bias in existing saliency models significantly increases the performances [12, 13] .
A first proposal to consider together the relative contributions of depth information and central bias has been done recently by Vincent et al. [14] . In addition to potential high-level factors like lights and sky, the foreground and central bias contributions are quantitatively studied.
Results highlighted the potential role of foreground and central bias in saliency prediction. However, the contributions of these different visual features were fixed over time.
Ho Phuoc et al. [15] followed a similar methodology, but to study over time the role of some low-level visual guiding factors. Following their statistical analysis of the evolution of feature weights, an adapted saliency model was proposed. The pooling of feature maps was based on a set of learned weights. However, as in Vincent [14] , these weights were fixed over time.
In this paper, we propose to design a time-dependent computational model of visual attention in order to predict where observers look at on still pictures for 2D and 3D conditions. The second section presents the materials as well as the eye tracking data set [16] . Behavioral and computational studies are presented in the third section. The fourth section describes the proposed time-dependent saliency model as well as its performances.
Thus, this article aims at answering four questions:
• Does the binocular disparity affect spatial locations of fixated areas, center and depth biases? • Is the predictability of state-of-the-art bottom-up saliency models affected by stereo disparity? • How to model the center and depth biases effects as individual features? • How to include these features into a ''time-dependent model'' to predict salient regions over time?
Materials and Methods
The eye tracking data set provided by Jansen et al. [16] is used in this paper. The experimental conditions, that is, materials and methods to construct this database in 2D and 3D conditions, are briefly reminded here. Stereoscopic images were acquired with a stereo rig composed of two digital cameras. In addition, a 3D laser scanner was used to measure the depth information of these pairs of images. By projecting the acquired depth onto the images and finding the stereo correspondence, disparity maps were then generated. The detailed information relative to stereoscopic and depth acquisition can be found in [17] . The acquisition data set is composed of 28 stereo images of forest, undistorted, cropped to 1280 9 1024 pixels, rectified and converted to grayscale. A set of six stimuli was then generated from these image pairs with disparity information: 2D and 3D versions of natural, pink noise and white noise images. Our study focuses only on 2D and 3D version of natural images of forest. In 2D condition, two copies of the left images were displayed on an autostereoscopic display. In 3D condition, the left and right image pair was displayed stereoscopically, introducing a binocular disparity to the 2D stimuli.
The 28 stimulus sets were split-up into 3 training, 1 position calibration and 24 main experiments sets. The training stimuli were necessary to allow the participant to become familiar with the 3D display and the stimulus types. The natural 3D image of the position calibration set was used as reference image for the participants to check their 3D percept. (cited from [16] )
A two-view autostereoscopic 18.1 00 display (C-s 3D display from SeeReal technologies, Dresden, Germany) was used for stimuli presentation. The main advantage of this kind of display is that it does not require special eyeglasses. A tracking system adjusts the two displayed views to the user position. A beam splitter in front of the LCD panel projects all odd columns to a dedicated angle of view, and all even ones to another. Then, through the tracking system, it ensures the left eye perceives always the odd columns and the right eye the even columns whatever the viewing position. A ''3D'' effect introducing binocular disparity is then provided by presenting a stereo image pair interlaced vertically. In 2D condition, two identical left images are vertically interlaced.
The experiment involved 14 participants. Experiment was split into two sessions, one session comprising a training followed by two presentations separated by a short break. The task involved during presentation is of importance in regard to the literature on visual attention experiments. Here, instructions were given to the subjects to study carefully the images over the whole presentation time of 20 s. They were also requested to press a button once they could perceive two depth layers in the image. One subject misunderstood the task and pressed the button in all images. His data were excluded from the analysis. Finally, participants were asked to fixate a cross marker with zero disparity, that is, on the screen plane, before each stimulus presentation. The fixation corresponding to the prefixation marker was discarded, as each observer started to look at a center fixation cross before the stimuli onset and this would biased the fixation to this region at the first fixation.
An ''Eyelink II'' head-mounted occulometer (SR Research, Osgoode, ON, Canada) recorded the eye movements. The eye position was tracked on both eyes, but only the left eye data were recorded; as the stimulus on this left eye was the same in 2D and 3D condition (the left image), the binocular disparity factor was isolated and observable. Observers were placed at 60 cm from the screen. The stimuli presented subtended 34.1°horizontally and 25.9°v ertically. Data with an angle less than 3.75°to the monitor frame were cropped.
In the following sections, either the spatial coordinates of visual fixations or ground-truth, that is, human saliency map is used. The human saliency map is obtained by convolving a 2D fixation map with a 2D Gaussian with full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of one degree. This process is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Behavioral and Computational Studies
Jansen et al. [16] gave evidence that the introduction of disparity altered the basic properties of eye movement such as rate of fixation, saccade length, saccade dynamics, and fixation duration. They also showed that the presence of disparity influences the overt visual attention especially during the first seconds of viewing. Observers tend to look at closer locations at the beginning of viewing. We go further by examining four points: first, we examine whether the disparity impacts the spatial locations of fixated, that is, salient areas. Second, we investigate the mean distance between fixations and screen center, that is, the center bias in 2D and 3D condition. The same analysis is done over the The area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve is used to quantify the degree of similarity between 2D and 3D human saliency maps. The AUC (Area Under Curve) measure is nonparametric and is bounded by 1 and 0.5. The upper bound indicates a perfect discrimination, whereas the lower bound indicates that the discrimination (or the classification) is at the chance level. The threshold 3D human saliency map is then compared with the 2D human saliency map. For the 2D human saliency maps taken as reference, the threshold is set in order to keep 20 % of the salient areas. For 3D human saliency maps, the threshold varies linearly in the range of 0-255. Figure 2 shows the AUC scores between these 2D and 3D human saliency maps obtained with different viewing times [the first 10 fixations (1-10), the first 20 fixations (1-20), etc.]. Cumulated fixations over time allow to deal with the increase of inter-observers dispersion over time and to put emphasis on salient areas due to the refixation trend over time [18] . The median value is equal to 0.81 ± 0.008 (mean ± SEM). When analyzing only the first fixations, the similarity degree is the lowest. The similarity increases from 0.68 to 0.77 in a significant manner (paired t test, p \ 0.01). Results suggest that the disparity influences the overt visual attention just after the stimuli onset. Although the method used to quantify the influence of stereo disparity on the allocation of attention is different from the work of Jansen et al. [16] , we draw the same conclusion. The presence of disparity on still pictures has a time-dependent effect on our gaze. During the first seconds of viewing (enclosing the first 30 fixations), there is a significant difference between the 2D and 3D human saliency maps.
Center Bias for 2D and 3D Pictures
Previous studies have shown that observers tend to look more at the central regions than at the peripheral regions of a scene displayed on a screen. This tendency might be explained by a number of reasons (see for instance [11] ). Recently, Bindemann [19] demonstrated that the center bias is partly due to an experimental artifact stemming from the onscreen presentation of visual scenes. He also showed that this tendency was difficult to remove in a laboratory setting. Does this central bias still exist when viewing 3D scenes? This is the question we address in this section.
When analyzing the fixation distribution, the central bias is observed for both 2D and 3D conditions. The highest values of the distribution are clustered around the center of the screen (see Figs. 3, 4) . As expected, this bias is more pronounced just after the stimuli onset. To quantify these observations further, a 2 9 3 ANOVA with the factors 2D-3D (stereoscopy) and three slots of viewing times (called early, middle and late) is applied to the Euclidean distance of the visual fixations to the center of the screen. Each period is composed of ten fixations: early period consists of the first ten fixations, middle the next ten, and the late period is composed of the ten fixations occurring after the middle period (note that this is different from the previous analysis where cumulated fixations over time were used. This is here less appropriate since the center bias is timedependent). The median fixation durations were 272, 272, and 276 ms in 2D condition and 276, 272, and 280 ms in 3D condition for early, middle, and late period, respectively. A 2 9 3 ANOVA shows a main effect of the stereoscopy factor F(1, 6,714) = 260.44, p \ 0.001, a main effect of time F(2, 6,714) = 143.01, p \ 0.001 and an interaction between both F(2, 6,714) = 87.16, p \ 0.001. First the viewing time is an important but already known [11] factor, influencing the center bias. Just after the stimuli onset, the center bias is more pronounced than after several seconds of viewing. Second, there is a significant difference of the central tendency between 2D and 3D conditions and that for the three considered time periods.
Bonferroni t tests, however, showed that the central tendency between 2D and 3D conditions is not statistically significant for the early period as illustrated by In [16] , a depth bias was found out suggesting that observers tend to look more to closer areas just after the stimulus onset than to farther areas. A similar investigation is conducted here but with a different approach. Figure 6b illustrates a disparity map: the lowest values represent the closest areas, whereas the farthest areas are represented by the highest ones. Importantly, the disparity maps are not normalized and are linearly dependent on the acquired depth.
The mean disparity is measured for each fixation point in both conditions (2D and 3D). A neighborhood of one degree of visual angle centered on fixation points is taken in order to account for the fovea size. A 2 9 3 ANOVA with the factors 2D-3D (stereoscopy) and three slots of viewing times (called early, middle, and late) is performed to test the influence of the disparity on the gaze allocation. First, the stereoscopy factor is significant F(1, 6,714) = 8.8, p \ 0.003. The factor time is not significant F(2,6,714) = 0.27, p \ 0.76. Finally, a significant interaction is observed between both factors F(2,6,714) = 4.16, p \ 0.05. Bonferroni t tests showed that the disparity has an influence at the beginning of the viewing (called early, p \ 0.0001). There is no difference between 2D and 3D for the two others time periods, as illustrated by As shown in the previous sections, disparity significantly impacts our gaze on still images especially on the first fixations. Indeed, the last analysis (see ''Depth Bias: Do We Look First at Closer Locations?'') indicates that the binocular disparity induced by the stereoscopic condition effectively impacts the visual deployment: in stereo condition, we tend to look at closer locations on the first fixations. But beyond the impact of binocular disparity on eye movement properties, it is interesting to assess the extent to which computational models of visual attention are able to predict where observers look at in stereoscopic conditions.
State-of-the-Art Models
In this study, three state-of-the-art models are used, two belonging to the biological inspired models and one to the statistical models:
• The model of Itti [2] was among the first to propose a method to compute topographic saliency map from a color image. From the input image, some early visual spatial features (color, intensity, orientation) are [20] is based on the assumption that a rare event is probably more salient than a non-rare event. Saliency is then obtained by using the self-information of image's patches.
• Le Meur et al. [21] proposed an extension of Itti's model by adding human perception properties such as contrast sensitivity function (CSF), hierarchical decomposition, and visual masking mechanisms. Figure 8 illustrates for a given picture the saliency maps computed by these three saliency models.
Performance over Time Slots in 2D and 3D Conditions
As in ''Center Bias for 2D and 3D Pictures'', the AUC (Area Under ROC Curve) is used, but to quantify the degree of similarity between human saliency maps (either in monoscopic, i.e., ''2D'' or in stereoscopic, i.e., ''3D'' conditions) and predicted saliency maps (as illustrated on Fig. 8 ).
As previous analyses showed that the impact of depth is time-dependent, it is interesting to test the accuracy of model's prediction on the same time periods. Figure 9 illustrates the performance of the models on three slots of viewing times.
By considering the human saliency maps on the first 10, 20, 30, and 40 fixations, the only model showing a mean saliency prediction in 2D condition significantly different, and higher than in 3D conditions (t(95) = 2.41, p \ 0.05, p = 0.0088), is the Itti's model.
By considering each fixation slot separately (i.e., we analyze the statistical difference for the first 10 fixations on the 24 AUC values, or for the 20 following, etc.), none of the models presents a mean saliency prediction in 2D condition significantly different than in 3D. One reason might be due to the small population involved in the test (24 pictures).
Based on previous observations, we would expect that, due to the depth bias occurring on the first fixations, these models would show a loss of accuracy in 3D conditions on the first fixations in term of saliency prediction. Moreover, the performance gap between conditions would tend to reduce with the viewing time. Results are, however, contrasted: Itti's model results confirm the aforementioned hypothesis, (but the difference is not statistically significant), while the models of Le Meur and Bruce show no clear distinction.
Finally, in order to validate the fact that predicted saliency maps do not contain low-order features that would artificially increase the AUC values of each model, the predicted saliency maps are block randomize for each 
Conclusion
In the behavioral first part of this study, we investigated whether the binocular disparity significantly impacts our gaze on still images. It is especially on the first fixations. This depth cue induced by the stereoscopic condition indeed impacts our gaze strategy: in stereo condition and for the first fixations, we tend to look more at closer locations. These confirm the work of Jansen et al. [16] and support the existence of a depth bias.
The ability of existing models to predict where observers look at in stereoscopic condition is relatively lower, especially for Itti and Le Meur models. Indeed, these models show a decrease of their performances in 3D condition. To improve their performance, these models are extended by taking into account the time-dependent depth bias. This is described in next sections.
Time-Dependent Saliency Model
Recent studies [11, 22] have shown the importance and the influence of the «external biases» in the deployment of the pre-attentive visual attention. In itself, the degree to which visual attention is driven by stimulus-dependant properties or task-and-observer-dependant factors is an open debate [23] [24] [25] [26] . But considering their interactions and impacts over time is crucial to improve the predictability of existing saliency models [11, 24] .
Statistical Analysis
Following the temporal behavioral study, we include the center and depth biases as potentially guiding factors to existing visual attention models. In order to quantitatively evaluate the contribution of these factors, we follow a similar approach to Vincent's et al. [14] .
A statistical model of the fixation density function f(x,t) is expressed in term of an additive mixture of different features or modes, each associated to a given probability or weight. Then, each mode consists of an a priori guiding factor over all scenes. The density function is defined over all spatial fixation positions represented by the bi-dimensional variable x so that:
where K is the number of features, / k the probability density function for each feature k and p k (t) the contribution or weight of feature k with the constraint that P K k¼1 p k ðtÞ ¼ 1, for a given time t. The statistical analysis aims at separating the contribution of the bottom-up saliency feature (itself based on lowlevel features) from additional features observed in the previous sections. To perform this analysis, each fixation is used separately to characterize the temporal evolution of contribution weights p k (t). An ''Expectation-Maximization'' (EM) method estimates the weights in order to maximize the global likelihood of the parametric model [27] . Before explaining this method, we describe the center and depth modeling.
Model of the Center Bias
The strongest bias underlined by laboratory experiments is the central bias. This bias is likely an integral feature of visual perception experiments accounting for an important proportion of human eye guidance, as proposed by Bindemann [19] . However, the extent to which this potential laboratory artifact is an inherent feature of strategy of human vision remains an open subject. Tatler [11] studied the central bias over time and observer's task. He gave evidence that the central fixation tendency persists throughout the viewing in free-viewing condition, while rapidly dissipated in a search task. Indeed from the third fixation, the central bias is hardly noticeable. In our case of depth-layer detection task, the observers were asked to press a button as soon as they distinguished at least two depth layers in the image. Whatever the images, observations show a strong central fixation tendency on the earliest fixations followed by a sparser fixation distribution. As in the case of search task in [11] , there is little evidence for a central fixation bias from the third fixation.
Considering the results of the literature and our observations, the central bias is modeled by a single 2D Gaussian. The use of a single Gaussian filter is empirically justified by the convergence property of the fixation distribution [13] . As proposed in [15] , the parameters of the Gaussian function are predefined and are not estimated during the learning. On the present dataset, this choice is justified by the strong central fixation distribution on the first fixation that goes into fast spreading and then tends to converge.
The central bias is then modeled by a time-independent bi-dimensional Gaussian function, centered at the screen center as N(0, R t ), with
the covariance matrix and with r 2 x and r 2 y the variance. We fit the bidimensional Gaussian to the fixation distribution on the first fixation only. Whatever the viewing conditions (2D or 3D), the fixation distributions are similarly centered and Gaussian distributed (r x2D = 4.7°, r y2D = 2.5°, r x3D = 4.3°, r y3D = 2.3°).
Model of the Depth
Results presented in ''Depth Bias: Do We Look First at Closer Locations?'' show that the perceived mean depth depends on the viewing conditions. At the beginning of viewing (early stage), the mean depth is significantly lower in 3D condition than in 2D condition. Observers show a tendency to fixate more the closest locations at the beginning of visualization than the farthest ones.
How the depth cues interact to modulate the visual attention is an open issue. In particular, the figure/ground organization [28] , which can be understood as an element of the edge interpretation depth cue [29] , drives the visual attention pre-attentively [30] . This supports our choice of figure-ground organization implementation by a segregation of depth maps in individual foreground and background maps. These maps have been threshold at half the depth value through a sigmoid function, such that pixels values smaller and higher than 128 rapidly cancel out on background and foreground, respectively. Background values are inversed such that the farther a point is in the background, the more it contributes to the background feature. At the opposite end, the closer a pixel is to the foreground, the more it contributes to foreground feature. Two resulting foreground and background maps are illustrated on Fig. 10a .
Proposed Model
The proposed model aims at predicting where we look at in 2D and 3D conditions. The prediction is based on a linear combination of low-level visual features, center and depth biases (see Eq. 1). However, other contributions much more complex than those mentioned above likely occur over time. For instance, top-down process could interact with them, especially in the late time of fixation. To deal with this issue, an additional feature map whose fixation occurs at all locations with same probability is then used to model the influence of other factors such as prior knowledge, prior experience, etc. Obviously, the contribution of the uniform map has to be as low as possible meaning that other features (low-level saliency map, center and depth biases) are the most significant to predict where we look at.
In summary, five feature maps are used as illustrated in Fig. 10a: • A first one is obtained by using one of the state-of-theart bottom-up models (Itti, Bruce and Le Meur) . This represents the ''low-level saliency''; • one for the central fixation bias;
• two related to the depth cue, i.e., the foreground and background features; with / Sm the saliency maps of one of the three state-of-theart models, / Cb the central Gaussian function, / Fg and / Bg the foreground and background map, respectively, and / U the uniform density function. Each feature is homogeneous to a probability density function. p Sm (t), p Cb (t), p Fg (t), p Bg (t), and p Un (t) are the time-dependent weights to be estimated, their sum being equal to unity. and complexity. The temporal contributions of the proposed features to visual attention are evaluated. The EMbased mixture model is run on half of the image dataset at each fixation rank (from the first to 25th fixation): each fixation per observer is projected on all the feature maps associated with a given stimulus image. There are 14 participants and consequently at most 14 fixations per fixation rank per image. The process is repeated at each fixation rank, and with fixations in 2D and 3D conditions.
Results of the Statistical Analysis
The EM algorithm gives at convergence an estimation of the mixture weights maximizing the linear additive combination of different features with respect to the original human fixation distribution. The temporal contributions of all the visual guiding factors are illustrated on Fig. 12 .
The best predictor for both viewing conditions is the predicted low-level saliency (from Itti's model and called Sm on Fig. 12 ). As expected, the central fixation bias shows a strong contribution on the two first fixations but rapidly drops to an intermediate level between saliency (Sm) and other contributions. The contribution of the center bias (Cb) is significantly (paired t test, p \ 0.001) more important in 3D condition than 2D condition, while the foreground (Fg) is significantly (paired t test, p \ 0.001) more important in 3D condition than in 2D. Indeed, the center bias is partially compensated first by the high foreground contribution from the 3rd to the 18th fixation, second by the progressive saliency increase. Finally, the background and uniform contributions remain steadily low in the 2D case, but increase progressively in the late period in 3D condition.
Discussion
The temporal analysis gives a clear indication of what might guide the visual exploration on a fixation per fixation basis. We have considered different plausible features linearly combined with time-dependent weights. The temporal evolution of central bias, foreground and low-level saliency is highlighted.
According to our observation, the central bias is strong and paramount on first fixation and decreases to a stable level from the third fixation. As shown by Tatler's experiments [11] and in accordance with [15] , the central fixation point at the beginning of visualization is very probably not due to the central fixation marker before stimuli onset, but to a systematic tendency to recenter the eye to the screen center. Indeed, this tendency exists even with a marker positioned randomly within a circle of 10°radius from screen center [11] . Also, in these central bias observations and Tatler's findings (in search task), center bias was not evident from the third fixation. In our context, the contribution of center feature from third fixation is effectively lower but not negligible.
The binocular disparity introduction promotes the foreground feature up to the 17th fixations. Results suggest that foreground helps to predict salient areas in 2D condition but all the more in stereo condition where its contribution is much more important. This is coherent with our previous conclusions (cf. ''Depth Bias: Do We Look First at Closer Locations?''). It is known that different depth cues interact to drive the visual attention pre-attentively. Among the depth cues, some are monoscopic and other stereoscopic like the binocular disparity. Our results show that a depth-related feature like the foreground contributes to predict salient areas in monoscopic conditions, because depth can be inferred from many monoscopic depth cues (like accommodation, motion parallax, familiar size, edge interpretation, shading, etc.). But our results also show that the binocular disparity greatly increases the contribution of foreground to visual attention deployment and indeed might participate to the figure-ground organization.
At the opposite, the background feature does not contribute to visual attention deployment, or when it does (from the 22th and 19th fixation in 2D and 3D conditions respectively), it is combined with a contribution of uniform distribution. We could expect that observers tend to direct their gaze globally to background plane after viewing the foreground area at the very beginning of viewing. This is not the case: fixations can occur in the background, but observers do not show a common tendency of looking at the background from a certain fixation rank.
Finally, the contribution of the uniform distribution term remains low up to the ''late'' time of visualization. It models the influence of other high-level factors possibly due to top-down mechanisms that are not accounted by our proposed factors. Results show these factors contribute few to temporal saliency construction on the 20 first fixations. Afterward, the uniform distribution contribution increases over time suggesting that the existing features are not sufficient to explain the eye movements.
The temporal analysis is also reiterated with the lowlevel saliency maps of Bruce and Le Meur models. Results are very similar.
In the following section, we use the learnt time-dependent weights to predict where observers look at. Performance of the time-dependent saliency models is evaluated on the remaining half image data set. The performance analysis is carried out from the first to the 19th fixations, a time slot for which the contribution of uniform distribution is stable and low in all conditions.
Time-Dependent Saliency Model
In the previous section, we have learnt through an EM algorithm the linear combination of five visual guiding factors matching the ground-truth visual saliency. The following step consists in using these weights to compute a saliency map taking into account the low-level visual features, the depth and the center bias. The same additive pooling of Eq. (2) is used.
For each fixation, the learned weights vary, leading to a time-dependent adapted saliency map. The time-dependent saliency model is then compared with corresponding original saliency model in 2D and 3D conditions. Three methods are evaluated in both 2D and 3D conditions:
• The original saliency model: the saliency map is the output of state-of-the-art models.
• The equally weighted model: the final saliency map is the average of the five feature maps. The weights p k (t) are not time-dependent and are set to 1/K, where K is equal to 5 in our study.
• The time-dependent saliency model: the time-dependent saliency map is the linear combination (cf. formula [2] ) using the learned and time-dependent weights p k (t).
In the second and third case, each feature is at first normalized as discrete probability density functions, (so that the sum of the whole values is equal to one) before weighting and summing all features.
Thereafter, we use two comparison metrics to assess the performance of saliency models, that is, their quality of fixation prediction.
Again, the ROC analysis is used. However, two saliency maps were compared in ''Performance on Time Slots in 2D and 3D Conditions''. Here, to assess the performance for each fixation rank, the analysis is performed between a distribution of human fixations and a predicted saliency map. Then, for each couple ''image 9 fixation'' (with each participant's fixation for a given fixation rank), an AUC value is obtained. Results are then averaged over all test pool images for a given fixation rank.
The AUC values of original Itti's model fixation per fixation are plotted in Fig. 13 and compared with the performances of the time-dependent model. For reference, the AUC value between Itti's model and the first 19 cumulated fixations, as it is usually computed, is also plotted (light blue horizontal line). Results show a constant gain of performance over time and emphasize the importance of time in the computational modeling of visual attention.
To strengthen the analysis, the ''normalized scanpath saliency'' (NSS) [31] is also used to assess the performance of the normalized predicted saliency maps at the fixation positions. A NSS value is given for each couple ''image x fixation/participant/fixation rank''. Results are also averaged over all participants and all images for each fixation rank.
The Fig. 14 illustrates the NSS and AUC performance for the 3 state-of-the-art and the proposed models, in 2D and 3D conditions, averaged over time.
First, we note that results are all much higher than the chance level (0 for NSS and 0.5 for AUC). Not surprisingly, models including the 4 visual features low-level saliency, center bias, foreground and background (plus the uniform feature) significantly outperform existing models for both metrics. The differences are all statistically significant (paired t test, p \ 0.05) for both criterion in both conditions and for all saliency models (except in two cases marked ''NS'' on the Fig. 14) .
The time-dependent model based on Itti's low-level saliency ranks first, with a NSS score of 0.98 in 2D and 0.91 in 3D condition, and an AUC of 0.74 in 2D and 0.73 in 3D conditions. The final proposed method has greatly improved but also balances the performance between saliency models, both for NSS and AUC values. While the model using uniform weights without time adaptation leads to significant improvement, the time-dependent weighting increases even more the performance.
Discussion
The proposed approach based on time-dependent weighting improves the performance of existing attention models. The experimental data set contained a reduced number [24] of images with different attributes of orientations, depth and contrast. The learning of the weights by EM algorithm was performed on half of this data set, and the test of models on the remaining half images. By integrating different external and higher-level feature contributions to three different existing models based on low-level features, the relevance of the saliency map has been increased in all First of all, luminance only stimuli have been used for experiments. Even if color might be a weak contributor to attention deployment relatively to luminance, it is, however, known that saliency models including color features improve their predictability [32] . From these statements and because low-level saliency models were run without color component, we can argue the contributions of lowlevel saliency features could be more important [33] .
A second limitation is due to the content of the image itself. Natural scenes of forest were only presented to participants. Thus, the depth perception, and foreground contribution in particular, might be influenced by the content of the scene itself, as well as by its geometry. A scene containing a single close object might induce a stronger foreground contribution on the early and middle period. However, these remarks do not involve a reconsideration of our framework. Even if the importance of low-level saliency and foreground features might be modulated, the consideration of a pooling of low-level saliency with foreground and central feature is plausible and proved to be efficient on this data set of images.
Importantly, the foreground feature might contribute significantly more to visual deployment when binocular disparity was presented to observers. Indeed, binocular disparity constitutes an additional binocular depth cue to existing monocular ones to infer the depth from 2D retinal images. In the presence of this cue, observers do not only look closer in the first fixation instants. The findings also show that the foreground itself constitutes a good predictor and a plausible visual feature that participate to a second stage of figure-ground organization in the bottom-up visual attention.
Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to assess the differences in the visual deployment in monoscopic and stereoscopic viewing conditions and to evaluate the contributions of relevant features that might participate to the visual attention. In addition, we propose a new saliency model in which a time-dependent pooling of relevant features is used to predict where we look at on natural scenes.
Behavioral observations first underline that visual exploration in a depth-layer detection task significantly differs with the introduction of binocular disparity. This lasts up to the 30th fixation. If the influence of viewing time on center bias is already demonstrated, our result suggests that this central tendency significantly differs between 2D and 3D conditions. This is particularly true in the middle and late time. Moreover, a depth bias is also observed: participants tend to look at closer areas with the introduction of binocular disparity, and significantly in the early time.
Following these observations on external center and depth biases, some corresponding features are proposed. Low-level saliency, center, foreground and background visual guiding factors are integrated into a time-dependent statistical parametric model. These parameters are learnt from an experimental eye fixation data set. The temporal evolution of these features underlines some successive contributions of center, then foreground feature with a constant implication of low-level visual saliency (from the third fixation). The strong contribution of foreground feature, reinforced in the presence of ''natural'' binocular disparity, makes the foreground a reliable saliency predictor in the early and middle time. Then, foreground integration constitutes a simple but biologically plausible way to incorporate a complex mechanism of figure-ground discrimination for figure selection as processed in V2 area [30] . Systematic recentering tendency followed by foreground selection are dedicated processes that might play an active role in the first instants of the human visual attention construction.
Finally, an adapted time-dependent saliency model based on an additive mixture and the pooling of 5 features is proposed. This model significantly outperforms three state-of-the-art models.
Nevertheless, the additive pooling in itself in the integration of high-level visual features is a strong hypothesis. As mentioned by Ho-Phuoc et al. [15] in the case of lowlevel feature combination, this hypothesis is very simple with regard to the complexity of visual attention construction [34] and with regard to other computational proposals of fusion [35] . However, it constitutes an attempt of integrating V1 low-level feature with external and higher-level features that are known to occur later along the ventral pathway. Importantly, this adaptive methodology is applied at a stage where bottom-up and top-down factors are known to interact.
Final results highlight the importance of a temporal consideration of individual visual features, which are known to be process specifically over time in the visual system. Integrating different features independently over time into a time-dependent saliency model is a coherent but also plausible way to model the visual attention.
